QUICK GUIDE

How to register
Economic operator or first retail outlet

STEP 1
On information portal, click on button “Register”.

STEP 2
To display the form for registration, click the button “Register” on the bottom side of the screen
that opens next.
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STEP 3
Fill out the form for registration of economic operator or first retail outlet. It is necessary to fill out
all mandatory fields (marked with red asterisk).
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WHEN TO REQUEST EO ID BY US
You shall request for allocation of Economic operator identifier (EO ID) by us in accordance with
Article 14 (1) of Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/574:
1. Economic operators and operators of first retail outlets shall apply for an economic operator identifier
code from the ID issuer competent for each Member State in which they operate at least one facility.
Importers shall apply for an identifier code from the ID issuer competent for each Member State on whose
market they place their products.
We are ID Issuer competent for Ireland, Sweden, Finland and Estonia.
You shall apply for allocation of EO ID by us only if
A. you are either economic operator or first retail outlet and you operate at least one facility in
Ireland, Finland, Sweden or Estonia
B. you are an importer importing tobacco products from non-EU countries and place them on
markets of Ireland, Sweden, Finland and Estonia.
If you are in accordance with at least one of listed conditions (A) or (B) then leave the checkbox
“The economic operator requests for allocation of an identifier by this ID Issuer” checked.
If you are NOT in accordance with listed conditions leave the checkbox “The economic operator
requests for allocation of an identifier by this ID Issuer” UNchecked.
ONLY ONE EO ID FROM US
Since we are one ID Issuer for all listed countries, you shall register with us only once and
NOT for every country separately.
WHAT IF YOU HAVE ALLOCATED EO ID BY ANOTHER ID ISSUER
If you have also EO ID allocated by another ID issuer you shall


leave the field “Identification if the economic operator has been allocated an identifier by
another ID Issuer” checked and



enter those EO IDs in field: “Economic operator identifier code allocated by other ID Issuer”

Otherwise leave those fields empty.
BE CAREFULL WHEN ENTERING EMAIL ADDRESS
Email address you enter in registration form will be used to send you the activation link, so please
make sure it is input correctly. You need the activation link to activate your account and register you
facilities.
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OTHER ECONOMIC OPERATOR ID
This field is optional. If you have some other IDs, for example company code, GLD, etc., that you
would like or would help you if you input them in your details, you can input them in the field “Other
economic operator ID”.
SUBMITTING THE REGISTRATION FORM
Retype the code from “captcha” picture in the field below it. If the letters are not readable enough,
you can change them by clicking the button “Change”. Data filled already in the form will not be lost if
you do that.

To submit the filled-out form, you should press the button “Register” at the bottom of the form.

WHAT IF THE FIELDS ARE FILLED INCORECTLY
If you don’t fill all the mandatory fields or fill some of them incorrectly, system will warn you by
displaying red exclamation point at the end of the corresponding field. If you hover over it with a
mouse, you will get more information about the error:

or

or
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You can fix errors, if any, and press the button “Register” again.

STEP 4
When form is correctly filled out, after pressing the button “Register” request for registration is stored
in the system and message is displayed:

STEP 6
After the form is submitted and request for registration of Economic operator is evaluated, result of
registration will be sent to the email address given in the form.
If you cannot find the email, please keep in mind that email could be filtered out as SPAM, or to
another email folder according to the configuration of your email client.
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APPROVED REGISTRATION
If registration is approved, you will receive an email similar to this:
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DENIED REGISTRATION
If registration is denied, you will receive email with the reason for denial similar to this:
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